
Level two

Digital Risk: Social Patrol Applying 
App Policies   

Course Data sheet

Format
Web-Based Training (WBT)

Duration
30 minutes  

INTENDED AUDIENCE
System Administrator, IT, Security 
or Compliance Manager    

Prerequisites
Fundamentals of Social Patrol 

Registration
Contact training@proofpoint.com 
for registration information

The course incorporates best practices and step-by-step 
processes including permissions, key concepts, native 
applications, built-in policies, understanding actions 
on unauthorized apps (log, hide, notify and/or delete), 
creating a new policy, searching and adding an app, edit, 
delete and revert a policy and using the audit log.

Course Outline
Lesson 1: Definition, Permissions and Access 
Understand an app policy, required system permissions and how to access in 
Social Patrol 

Lesson 2: Key Terms in a "Flash" 
Understand key terms associated with app policies including Authorized, Native 
Application, Marketing and Publishing Applications and Unauthorized

Lesson 3: Built-in App Policies 
Describes the two types of built-in app policies: Log All Apps and Block All New 
Content        

Lesson 4: App Policy Actions  
Describes the four actions that can automatically occur on an unauthorized app: 
log, notify, hide and/or delete  

Lesson 5: Create a New App Policy   
Describes how to customize an app policy by using “New Policy”  

Lesson 6: Edit an App Policy  
Describes how to enable or disable authorized apps and change the actions taken 
on unauthorized apps, using “Edit Policy”   

Lesson 7: Search to Find and Add an App 
Describes how to determine if an app is pre-populated within a category list and 
how to manually add and authorize an app 

Lesson 8: Delete or Revert an App Policy  
Describes how to delete or revert a customized policy 

Lesson 9: Audit Policy Log  
Describes how to access and review audit log changes by date and user and 
exporting a log to a CSV file 
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